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ABSTRACT
In this research, a survivability scheme for the speaking clock was introduced. In Taiwan, the telephone speaking clock service provides hundreds of
thousands of accesses daily. Due to the service popularity in daily uses, the interruption of service for even short periods of time may have serious
results. That is, how to prevent service interruption, and reduce the loss of service becomes a critical issue. Therefore, developing a protecting
system is valuable and necessary.

1. INTRODUCTION
In Taiwan, the speaking clock service can be reached
by dialing number ‘117’ on a telephone line.
The speaking clock is synchronized to the standard
time, UTC(TL), by telephone dedicated lines.
This service provides hundreds of thousands of
accesses everyday.
Therefore, we designed a survivability scheme to avoid
the service interruption.
Also, we created two methods to measure input and
output signal of speaking clock to keep service in good
condition.
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2. SURVIVABILITY SCHEME

 Two speaking clocks individually doing in the online and the back-up state.
 When error happen from the on-line one, the backup one should replace immediately.

 For the voice program recording, an A/D converter
is used to sample the output signal.
 Converts the raw data into WAVE format and store
those to the hard disk.
 The WAVE format was designed in above figure,
one size is about 7Kbytes.

Basic blocks of scheme
Functions of the alarm unit
 A multi-time selector and a redundant speaking
clock were used.
 Beside, a monitor system was needed to measure
the performance of the input and output signal.
 If abnormal signal is detected, an alarm send out to
the screen and operators through Internet and
mobile phone.
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Input signal measuring
 At input point, two IRIG-B modules were used to
receive reference and under-test time signal.
 A pseudo counter based on IPC was used for doing
subtraction from both time data.
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3. RESULTS
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 Histograms show the input and output conditions, both
roundtrip delay are difference due to different devices
over transmission path.
 In normal condition, the variation (3σ) was within
±84μs at the input; also, the variation could be well
beyond ±150μs at the output..
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 An alarm occurring, If the input or the output time
error of the speaking clock is over ±100ms.
 Then, a warning message is presented in the
screen, and also send out to the operators through
the GPRS/GSM mobile phone and internet E-mail.
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Scheme of link failure
 Three timing sources are given with individual
operating priority.
 It smoothly transits from one reference to the
next available if the higher priority signal is lost
or regained.
 The speaking clock automatically synchronize
to these timing sources in priority.

Output signal measuring
 At output point, every 10 seconds, a pulse starts a
hardware interruption and executes its software to
calculate the time error.
 Also, a controller executes an application program
to capture and store the announce voice program.
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CONCLUSIONS
 In this research, a survivability scheme has been designed for the speaking clock service to enhance its reliability and robustness.
 A multi-time source selector and an equipment backup mechanism were established against the link and the equipment failures.
 Two methods to measure input and out signal of speaking clock to keep service in good condition.
 This scheme could real help to prevent service interruption and to get more information for operator to make decision.

